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 " ben64: That's not the primary reason, but the firmware has changed over time. You need a more recent version of the
firmware, and in some cases the newer firmware isn't fully compatible with the older hardware. ben64: That doesn't mean the
hardware is broken, just that the driver doesn't support it. ben64: Sometimes drivers don't load if a DVI or HDMI port is not
detected. ben64: If it was a clean install, I'd try removing the driver and reinstalling. ben64: The one exception would be that

hardware that actually has an open firmware source that's available for you to download. jhutchins: so what is the solution? just
throw away the hardware and buy a new one? and in your case its an intel graphics adapter, so the version of the graphics driver
doesn't affect it? ben64: That's a pretty drastic solution, yeah. ben64: I wouldn't recommend it, but if it were me I'd try replacing
the video card. yeah because its so new it doesn't work on the latest version ben64: If it worked with the latest version, then it's
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more likely to work on the next. yea i'm sure the hardware works, but i want to know what is wrong with my graphics adapter so
why the hell did they mess up a component that works fine with everything else ben64: Could be that the manufacturer doesn't

care about linux, and is making it difficult to get information. ben64: it's microsoft jhutchins: that makes sense ben64: You
might also try booting a live CD or something and see if it shows up. jhutchins: i've done that before, i had all sorts of weird

stuff happen so i tried this instead of reinstalling i'm sure if it would work on other things it would work here too ben64: Well,
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